
October 18, 2017
Walking tour with Joyce Gold
When  Ireland, China and Italy became neighbors.
Today the Irish are gone from the area, Chinatown is growing, and Little Italy is contracting 
as area’s demographics continually shift. What will the future hold for each section?
The bus is leaving HKC at 10:00 AM • 23 spots
Fee: $25.00 

November 8, 2017
Trip to Museum of Jewish Heritage
Operation Finale: The Capture and Trial of Adolph Eichmann
This multimedia exhibit reveals the secret history behind the capture, extradition, and trial 
of one of the world’s most notorious war criminals.
 The bus is leaving HKC at 11:00 AM • 46 spots
Fee: $25.00 

November 15, 2017
Trip to New York Historical Society
This fall, the New-York Historical Society presents a groundbreaking exhibition on the Viet-
nam War. Populating a 3,000-square-foot gallery with interpretive displays, digital media, 
artwork, artifacts, photographs, and documents, the exhibit will provide an enlightening 
account of the causes, progression, and impact of the war. Spanning the duration of U.S. 
involvement in Indochina from 1945 to 1975, the narrative will incorporate a wide range of 
perspectives that covers both the home front and the war front.
 The bus is leaving HKC at 10:30 AM • 23 spots
Fee: $30.00 

December 6, 2017
Trip to Broadway - Once On This Island
Once On This Island follows Ti Moune, a peasant girl in the Antilles who falls in love with 
Daniel, a young man she saves from a car crash. When he returns to his wealthy family on 
the other side of the island, four Gods: Mother of the Earth Asaka, God of Water Agwé, 
Goddess of Love Erzulie and Demon of Death Papa Ge, guide Ti Mourne through a test of 
her love against prejudice and hate.
The bus is leaving HKC at 11:30 AM • 46 spots
Fee: $80.00

December 13, 2017
Trip to Hunterdon Hills Playhouse
A Playhouse Christmas 2017 - A Festive Holiday Musical Revue for 2017
An ensemble cast of multi-talented performers celebrate Christmas in an original holiday 
song and dance fest, all backed by a live onstage orchestra.
The bus is leaving HKC at 9:15 AM • 46 spots
Fee: $80.00
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August 23, 2017 
Trip to Broadway
“Natasha, Pierre and the Great Comet of 1812”
Experience this thrillingly imagined musical which was inspired by a slice of Tolstoy’s “War 
and Peace”.
The bus is leaving JCC at 11:30 AM • 46 spots
Fee: $75.00

August 30, 2017
Trip to the Museum of the City of New York
What made New York New York? Follow the story of the city’s rise from a striving Dutch 
village to today’s “Capital of the World,” and consider its future in our changing world.
The bus is leaving HKC at 10:00 AM • 23 spots
Fee: $25.00
Moderate Walking

September 6, 2017
Trip to Frick Collection
Tour an exhibit of Du Paquier Porcelain manufactured between 1720-1740, as well as an 
enormous collection of portrait medals from the Renaissance to 19th century France.
The bus is leaving from HKC at 10:30 AM • 23 spots
Fee: $25.00
Moderate Walking

September 13, 2017
Jewish  Gangsters of the Lower East Side Walking Tour
Otherwise known as the “Kosher Nostra,” two generations of Jewish Gangsters introduced 
loan sharking, large-scale gambling and contract killing to the world of Organized Crime. In 
the cramped tenements of the Lower East Side, they swore that they would never suffer 
and flee like their forefathers did. Visit the faded glory of what was once one of the largest 
Jewish communities in the world through its the delis, synagogues and food shops shops 
all while hearing the stories of colorful wise guys.
The bus is leaving from HKC at 10:00 AM • 23 spots • Heavy Walking
Fee: $30.00 

September 27, 2017
Trip to Hunterdon hills Playhouse
Come Blow from Your Horn.
The richly comic characters and dialogue provide non-stop laughter in Neil Simon’s first and 
funniest comedy!  
The bus is leaving HKC at 9:15 AM • 46 spots
Fee: $70.00

July 12, 2017 
Trip to the National Yiddish Theater Folksbiene
“Amerike the Golden Land”
Come enjoy this musical journey of an immigrant people, through songs and stories of 
those who built new lives in America.
The bus is leaving from HKC JCC at 12:30 AM • 23 spots
Fee: $50.00

July 19, 2017
Trip to Coney Island Luna Park: Then and Now
Maybe you remember coming to Coney Island many years ago. Perhaps, some of your 
best childhood memories are of fun in the sun at the People’s playground.
Or perhaps you never visited Coney Island, but always knew of and heard of its history?
Come see Luna Park, named in honor of the original Luna Park from Coney Island’s glori-
ous past. See Coney Island: Then & Now(and get  a Nathan’ hot dog with French fries)
The Bus is leaving from JCC at 10:00 AM • 23 spots • Moderate Walking
Fee: $30.00

July 26, 2017
Laura Pels Theatre (Off Broadway) 
“Napoli, Brooklyn”
When a plane crashes into their 1960’s neighborhood, the 3 Muscolino daughters must 
finally confront their innermost desires.
The Bus is leaving JCC at 11:30 PM • 46 spots
Fee: $80.00 

August 2, 2017
Trip  to Broadway Theater
“Indecent”
Based on Sholem   Asch’s “God of Vengeance” this play with music is a riveting look at an 
explosive moment in theatrical history.
The bus is leaving JCC at 11:30 AM • 23 spots
Fee: $85.00

August 16, 2017
Trip to New York Botanical Gardens
“Discover Chihuly”
Enjoy and admire the breathtaking artwork of renowned glass sculptor, Dale Chihuly, as 
featured in a major installation among the beautiful plantings throughout the garden.
The bus is leaving JCC at 9:30 AM • 46 spots
Fee: $35.00


